DATIG MEETING MINUTES – May 14, 2020
by Salina
OPEN

Jeanne opened the meeting at 8:00pm Eastern with the 3rd Step Prayer.
Rosemary read the 12 Traditions.
Rosemary read the opening paragraph of the 12 Concepts and the Concept of the month.
ROLL CALL
1. Jeanne – Chair, Correspondence Secretary (IR for 7pm Wednesday Over 50 DA meeting #1187)
2. Salina – Recording Secretary, Treasurer, Conference Call Moderator (IR for 10pm Monday
Night Musicians BDA meeting #1495)

3. Rosemary – Webmaster, Groups.io Admin
4. Tamala – IR for Tuesday DA & Health Issues meeting #1176
MINUTES from Previous Meeting:

Salina read the minutes from the April business meeting, summarizing some parts, and they
were accepted as read.
REPORTS
1. Treasurer’s Report by Salina was accepted by acclamation (no objections)

Previous Total Balance on 4/09/2020 = $967.75
Previous Checking Account Balance on 4/09/2020 = $175 (Prudent Reserve)
Previous PayPal Balance on 4/09/2020 = $792.75
No PayPal Disbursements
13 Donations Received (5 Individual, 8 Group)
$25 - .00 = 25.00 on 5/12 (Individual)
$10 - .59 = 9.41 on 5/11 (Mon Living in the Sunlight of the Spirit BDA #12218)
$5 - .45 = 4.55 on 5/06 (Individual)
$3 - .39 = 2.61 on 5/06 (Tues DA & Health #1176)
$5 - .45 = 4.55 on 4/28 (Individual)
$5 - .45 = 4.55 on 4/28 (Tues DA & Health #1176)
$10 - .59 = 9.41 on 4/27 (M-F BDA Check-In #1319)
$5 - .45 = 4.55 on 4/21 (Tues DA & Health #1176)
$5 - .45 = 4.55 on 4/18 (Sat BDA for Artists and Writers #1375)
$6 - .47 = 5.53 on 4/17 (Fri Vision and Meditation Speaker #1124)
$5 - .45 = 4.55 on 4/14 (Individual)
$18 - .82 = 17.18 on 4/14 (Individual)
$5 - .45 = 4.55 on 4/10 (M-F BDA Check-In #1319)
Donation Summary: $107.00 gross - $6.01 Fees = $100.99 net donations
Total Balance on 5/14/2020 = $1,068.74
Current Checking Account Balance on 5/14/2020 = $175 (Prudent Reserve)
Current PayPal Balance on 5/14/2020 = $893.74 ($100 ISR Fund) ($793.74 Gen’l Fund)

Action Items Completed:
1) Started looking into receiving international donations (watched a PayPal video) –
Monday Skype Steps & Traditions meeting in Ireland wants to donate to DATIG
because da.org is not equipped to accept international donations.
Future Action Items:
1) Make sure PayPal account is set up to receive cross-border donations and notify the
person who inquired from the meeting in Ireland.
2) Address DA Duedoras recurring payment that is not going through – might be our
cross-border settings.
3) Upload ID Documents to PayPal (confirm this is required first)
4) Close Old PayPal Account (when done compiling numbers in order to look at
donation trends over the years – a personal project)
Meetings that have contributed in 2020:
M-F BDA Check-In #1319
Mon Living in the Sunlight of the Spirit BDA #12218
Mon Musicians Monday Night BDA #1495
Tues DA & Health Issues #1176
Wed Speak & Write Your Visions #999
Fri Vision and Meditation Speaker #1124
Fri DA Clear Away #1374
Sat BDA for Artists and Writers #1375
Sun Phone BDA #968
Sun DA Open Big Book Step Study #92618
2. Webmaster Report by Rosemary

Actions completed
1. Posted April minutes to website today
2. Posted approved March minutes (Still haven’t received Nov, Dec, Feb or approved Oct
minutes from Arden)
3. Reviewed some more of the DA phone list
4. Removed Tuesday Morning Riverside meeting (12:30pm Eastern) because I got a
woman’s voicemail when I called the number listed for the meeting to announce the
PRMarathon.
5. Responded to a meeting that is having trouble getting their access code updated on DA’s
meeting list – suggested re-registering and emailing Allen at GSO office.
(NOTE: The GSB Tech Committee now handles the website. The website was updated
earlier this year. They had problems with data conversion. Some meeting registrations
that occurred just prior to or during the updates seem to have been lost, so meetings are
advised to re-register.)
Upcoming actions
1. Add new Thursday German hybrid meeting
2. Continue checking/updating meeting list

(Updating the meeting list by comparing it to the main debtorsanonymous.org meeting list has become
complex because the main meeting list is a searchable database now separated by meeting type, and
meetings can show up in multiple categories.)

3. Will update list of meetings that have donated
4. Will connect with Tues 3pm Carrying the Message meeting to make general DATIG
announcements and get answers to 3 questions
3. Groups.io Admin Report by Rosemary

Actions completed
1. Invited Katherine to join our groups.io
Upcoming actions
1. Upload our Yahoo Group files to Groups.io
2. Become more familiar with Groups.io
4. Conference Call Moderator Report by Salina

No inquiries.
While doing the marathon announcements, I discovered that the Thursday BB Meeting,
which uses the shared conference line, had no idea what the leader code was (and there
was noise on the line) or that the format was on the website. They began using the format
right away, once I told them, and I kept going back until someone accepted the leader code
from me. (Tamala said she will go back to support this meeting)
5. Correspondence Secretary Report by Jeanne

No Activity
(Salina received an inquiry, via the contact email address given out for the PRMarathon,
about temporary off-site meetings, to which she responded.)
6. Speaker Chair Report - Vacant

(PRG volunteers for the PRMarathon were asked if they’d be willing to be on our speaker
list, and the result is that there are now 7 people on the list, which Salina is compiling.)
7. ISR Report - Vacant

OLD BUSINESS

1. PRMarathon by Salina
Jeanne thanked Salina for the tremendous amount of work she put into organizing this first
PRMarathon. She also thanked all those (Salina, herself and Rosemary) who helped
announce the marathon at all the phone meetings (and some zoom meetings), which was a
lot of work, too.
Salina gave a report on the PRMarathon that was held Saturday, May 2nd from 12-6pm
Eastern. It was a huge success. 24 PRMs were given, including 6 emergency PRMs. The
marathon expanded from the original 18 PRMs planned, because it was discovered that
there are more than 3 break-out rooms on the conference line and because people
volunteered to serve on PRGs after the announcements went out. It was our first

PRMarathon, so we kept it very simple. It flowed very smoothly, with no major issues. We
discovered that 2 people are needed on the dashboard. Jeanne directed traffic to stagger
the entrances into the breakout rooms because only one person at a time can enter one.
We discovered how to see who is in the break-out rooms. We discovered how to join a
teleconference meeting via a computer through the internet.
There were over 100 requests for PRMs, so Jeanne and Salina are recommending that
DATIG do a monthly PRMarathon. 12 of the PRG volunteers said they are willing to serve on
a monthly 2-hour PRG during this Covid crisis. I couple more said they can serve for 2 hours
at our next marathon, and a couple said they can serve for 1 hour once or monthly during
Covid. Two people volunteered to help organize the next marathon – we need 3 total.
Salina is putting the process down on paper to guide future organizers. Jeanne is willing to
do the dashboard again, and Salina is willing to do the dashboard again (but not available on
Saturdays) or to train someone else to do it.
Salina’s vision is to see this intergroup, and one day all intergroups, offer a monthly
PRMarathon as a regular part of their service. During Covid the goal could be a monthly 4hour marathon giving 20 PRMs, and afterwards it could be a monthly 2-hour marathon
giving 10 PRMs. Jeanne thinks offering PRMs is the most valuable thing an intergroup can
do. Jeanne suggested the scope (size) of future marathons be determined by a committee
formed by Salina.
Motion was made by Salina “To have a monthly marathon - the scope of which will be
determined by a committee formed by Salina”
Seconded by Rosemary
Discussion:
One member would like to have a feedback event for all the participants, where they
can share what the marathon experience was like for them. It could be recorded, so
others can learn from their experience. It might help some people lose their fear about
using the tool of PRGs and PRMs.
Vote – Motion Passed Unanimously
Salina will, write down the steps involved in the marathon organizing process, form the
committee and get it started organizing the next marathon, which will be the first monthly
PRMarathon.
2. DATIG Literature Updates by Salina – Tabled until the next meeting since no one got to
this over the past month. Everyone will read through the Meeting Support Articles that are
on www.datig.net under the ‘Meetings’ tab and email their ideas to the group before the
next meeting, if they think anything substantial needs to be changed.
3. Skype/Zoom Meeting Description Wording by Rosemary
Our description at top of the Skype meetings says people can phone in, but one meeting
said they don’t want people to phone in. We don’t currently have a description at top of
Zoom meetings – just a link to zoom etiquette and instructions at each meeting. A link could
be put at the top instead.
One member, who now understands zoom meetings a lot more than before, thinks the
issue is whether or not people choose to turn their cameras on when attending zoom and

skype meetings. Several meetings gently suggest, in their meeting description, that people
attend a different meeting if they don’t want to turn their camera on. This member thinks
we should remove our descriptions and just leave it up to each meeting to address.
Two others agreed, and no one disagreed, so Rosemary will remove the Skype description.
4. John H. Scholarship Application Timeline by Arden – Deleted from the agenda since we
don’t have an ISR. Chair asked if anyone present was interested in going to the WSC for us
this year, and no one was.
5. Copyrighted Literature Review by Irene – Leave Tabled (long term, until we have time to
address it) Identify which literature created by the DATIG Literature Committee was
copyrighted and make sure it is labeled as such. The literature is posted on the website, and
there may be additional items in the group documents.
NEW BUSINESS

1. FCC legislation impact on phone meetings by Salina/Arden – Deleted from Agenda
This issue seems to have faded. There is still at least on large phone carrier that won’t allow
people to call freeconferencecall.com numbers, but there’s not much we can do about this.
It’s up to individuals to take it up with their phone carrier.
2. Anonymity Issue re passing around phone meeting lists by Salina
Salina said that 2 people approached her with concern that a person had created a meeting
contact list for 2 meetings and was allowing them to be freely passed around, even to
people who have not attended either meeting. One of the concerned parties said that the
woman claims she has permission to do so from the people on the list. If that is true, then
Salina doesn’t see that there is a problem. She recently read in the literature somewhere
that it is the responsibility of an intergroup to address breaches of anonymity. The idea of
approaching the woman to ask about this feels weird to her though.
One member said the intergroup is here to support, not to police. It feels heavy handed to
her for us to say you shouldn’t be doing that.
Another member agreed that it would be heavy handed.
The recommendation is that Salina will let the 2 concerned people know that it was
discussed at the intergroup, and the recommendation is to take it to the biz meeting at
those two meetings.
A member said the intergroup does play a role if people are not comfortable talking to
others directly about issues, but agrees with taking this up at the business meetings.
3. Intergroup Phone Message Line by Salina
Salina heard most/all of the speakers at the 2 intergroup workshops she attended mention
having a telephone answering service for inquiries. Since we are a telephone intergroup
serving telephone meetings, it makes even more sense that we should have a telephone
answering service. On the other hand, one of the intergroup speakers said that they get way
more inquiries through email than the phone message service, and since we are low on
participation, do we really want to add another service position or thing for someone to do?

She could not remember if the service costs anything but thinks there were some free
options mentioned. She will have to look back at her notes from the workshop. She can also
reach out to an Intergroup officer she knows whose intergroup uses a telephone answering
service.
Jeanne said it would go naturally under the correspondence secretary duties, so a new
position would not have to be created, and as the current correspondence secretary she is
willing to do it.
A member, when hearing the treasurer’s report earlier had wondered, What are our
expenses? We’re building up money, and it seems like we could afford something like this.
Another member wondered where we will advertise the phone number – on the website?
Someone suggested going ahead with a 6-month trial.
One member thinks we should get the cost first and more info about the obligations before
deciding to go through with it. Everyone agreed with that.
Salina will do the research on telephone answering services and report back next month.
4. How to Reach Addicts who want Help during this Pandemic by Salina
One member said a newcomer found out about DA from a suicide hotline. We’re in the
midst of an increasingly difficult financial situation in the world, and people do commit
suicide over this disease. This member thinks 211 is a good resource,
Another member attended a public info workshop, where they said they contact judges,
have website and do brochures.
Another member said now is the time to look at what we can do for people drowning in
depression and overwhelm.
Tamala said she is willing to make calls or do whatever it takes to help.
A member asked if 211 and Suicide Hotlines have an overarching organization that we can
contact instead of trying to contact every local one.
Another member said they both have a national organization, which feeds down to the
individual arms.
Tamala is willing to start doing some investigative work on reaching the national
organizations. She will check in with the group by email, since she doesn’t want to wait a
whole month to do something. She will also follow up on any resources the group emails
her about.
A member just received an email about a Fellowship Wide Call for Public Information
training that will take place next month.
Tamala will try to attend the PI training call on Sunday, June 7.
A member added that another aspect of this issue has to do with underserved populations.
During the pandemic, there are no face-to-face meetings to go to, and some newcomers
might not have the technology to join the program another way. This member attended a
UUOC workshop recently, where this issue was discussed. At the workshop, she suggested
notifying 211 about DA. She also recently learned about a local nonprofit that receives
donated technology, refurbishes it, and then gives it away to underserved populations or
sells it at super affordable prices. She suggested at the UUOC workshop that DA might be
able to do something like this for its members, but it will take a lot of organizing. She

doesn’t think this is something an intergroup, especially not ours at this time, can take on –
maybe at a far distant future time, it would be possible for us to do, but definitely not now.
One member knows someone who teaches in small town, and who said that it has been
hard to reach her students that don’t have technology, but one piece of technology each
parent does seem to have is a cell phone (even if it’s not a smart phone), so phone meetings
are the most accessible thing we can provide right now. Phone meetings and other
language meetings are important. We do a marvelous job keeping our website and meeting
list up to date.
One member does not think we should try to provide technology, believing that it would
involve fundraising, which takes us out of our primary purpose. This member thinks we
support by making phone meetings available, not by trying to solve people’s technology
problems.
A member, who announced the PRMarathon at an English language meeting in Nairobi, was
asked if there is a way to do online access to the marathon because the call charges are too
expensive. Another member pointed out that there are international numbers available for
every teleconference phone number (at least through freeconferencecall.com, which is
what the marathon is hosted on). Another member said that some countries don’t have
free local phone service, but you can access phone meetings via the internet. Another
member explained that you can download the freeconferencecall.com desktop app onto a
computer and use it to access the phone meeting through the internet. (NOTE: You can
hear fine that way, but you might need a headset to be heard clearly.)
PHONE MEETING ISSUES, CONCERNS & ANNOUNCEMENTS

(Out of time)
NEW FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS

None mentioned
REVIEW OF UPCOMING ACTIONS

(Out of time)
Tamala volunteered to take over the Recording Secretary position, much to Salina’s delight
(since she’s wearing 3 hats). Salina will orient Tamala to the position, including giving her the
number to access the recording.
CLOSE

Jeanne stopped the recording and closed the meeting at 9:18pm Eastern with the “We” version
of the Serenity Prayer.

Agenda for June DATIG Meeting:
OLD BUSINESS

1. PRMarathon by Salina
Salina will, write down the steps involved in the marathon organizing process, form the
committee and get it started organizing the next marathon, which will be the first monthly
PRMarathon.
2. DATIG Literature Updates by Salina
Everyone will read through the Meeting Support Articles that are on www.datig.net under
the ‘Meetings’ tab and email their ideas to the group before the next meeting, if they think
anything substantial needs to be changed.
3. Copyrighted Literature Review by Irene
Leave Tabled (long term)
4. Anonymity Issue re passing around phone meeting lists by Salina
Salina will let the 2 concerned people know that it was discussed at the intergroup, and the
recommendation is to take it to the biz meeting at those two meetings.
5. Intergroup Phone Message Line by Salina
Salina will do the research on telephone answering services and report back next month.
6. How to Reach Addicts who want Help during this Pandemic by Salina
Tamala will start doing some investigative work on this regarding 211 and Suicide Hotlines
national organizations. She will check in with the group by email and will also follow up on
any resources the group emails her about.
Tamala will try to attend the PI training call on Sunday, June 7.

